Thermopowers of Silver samples with varying amount of twisting show-varying characteristics in respect of temperature variation and magnitude at low temperature, as reported in the literature. These characteristics are interpreted in terms of dominating role of residual thermal resistivity caused by twisting. The interpretation of anomalous behaviors of Thermopowers of simple metals at low temperature in terms of phonon drag effect is also tested in these cases and it is not found to be suitable.
INTRODUCTION
Varying behavior of thermo powers of different samples of Silver at low temperature, reported in the at T= 300K and T= 4.2K, respectively. As the amount of twisting of a sample is increased, the residual resistivity increases and behavior of the thermopower changes. For a low amount of twisting, the peak appears in thermopower. As the amount of twisting increases, the height of the peak increases and the temperature at which the peak occurs, shifts towards the higher value of T. However, as the amount of twisting increases beyond a certain value, the peak disappears and the curve begins to take the shape of a straight line. The magnitude of thermopower of Ag-sample at a temperature varies with the amount of twisting.
Conventionally, anomalies such as nonlinearity in temperature dependence and larger magnitude than the theoretical value, of thermopower of a simple metal, at low temperature are interpreted in terms of phonon -drag component of the thermo power. In phonon -drag effect in thermopower, diffusing electrons are dragged by the stream of phonons. In this process, the diffusion rate of electrons is enhanced which results in the enhancement of diffusion thermopower (S e ). The enhanced amount of thermopower is termed as phonon -drag component 6-7, of thermo power (S g). Theoretically [6] [7] , S e varies as T and Sg α The first term of eqn. (1) in R. H. S. is the electron-contribution and second one stands for the phonon-drag contribution [6] [7] . Eqn. (1) shows that the nonlinearity in temperature dependence and larger value of S than S e are due to the presence of term BT 3 . We calculate the value of S e and S g using the expressions. These calculated values are shown inTable-1. Values of S = S e + S g is much greater than the observed values at any of temperatures under test we have chosen three temperatures at which peaks in S occur [C.f. figure 1 ]. In the above calculation we have taken α =1. Now we calculateα from eqn.
These values of α are shown in Table ( 2). Values of RR are also given. Table -2 shows that values of α increases with increasing amount of residual resistivity, which is against the phonon drag contention as according to the contention value of α should decrease with increasing value of the residual resistivity 6 .
The mechanism of phonon -drag effect in the thermo power of metals, which leads 6 to the same nature (sign), of S e and S g . Therefore, eqn. (1) fails to interpret the occurrence of a peak in S.
These results don't support the suitability of phonon drag interpretation, discussed above. In this communication,
we try to interpret the previously mentioned characteristic of Thermopowers of Ag samples in terms of residual thermal resistivity assuming the validity of Weidman-Franz law using Nordhein-Gorter rule (N.G. rule) of Thermopowers. For the peak value of S 1 , the condition,
INTERPRETATION IN TERMS OF RESIDUAL RESISTIVITY
is satisfied [c.f. eqn. (5b) ]
The eqn. These values of a r are shown in Table- Variation of a r with twisting is already reported in the literature 11 . As the twisting is increased a r becomes larger and it becomes more and more dominant over a i (4.5 nVk -2 for Ag) and 
CONCLUSIONS
On the basis of above results it is concluded that residual resistivity is the major cause of various characteristics of Thermopowers of samples of silver, revealed by experiments [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . 
